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An introduction into the problems of Christian philosophy. It focuses on the philosophical

system of Dr. Cornelius Van Til, which in turn is founded upon the presuppositions of an

infallible revelation in the Bible and the necessity of Christian theology for all philosophy. This is

Rushdoony's foundational work on philosophy.
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presuppositions of human thought in every field must be basically one in order to arrive at any

concept which validates both biblical faith and human knowledge. The sovereignty of the self-

contained God is the key to every field, in that only the God of Scripture makes all things

possible and explicable and is thus the basic premise not only of theology, but of philosophy,

science, and indeed all knowledge. In that God is the creator of all things, He is their only valid

principle of interpretation, in that they derive both their existence and meaning from His

creative act. This belief is herein set forth in terms of various aspects of human thought.Again

basic to this study is the belief that such a philosophy finds consistent and able exposition in

the writings of Cornelius Van Til. This work, therefore, is thus both an exposition of a

philosophy, and an exposition, as well, of Van Til’s development of that philosophy, a school of

thought to which this writer subscribes.R. J. R.1. “Behold, it was Leah”A certain bridegroom

went joyfully to bed one night, confident that his seven years of labor were crowned with victory

and that it was his beloved Rachel whom he embraced in the dark of the bridal chamber, but,

“in the morning, behold, it was Leah” (Gen. 29:25). The woebegone bridegroom was compelled

to serve seven years more, but his additional service did not erase the undesired bondage to

Leah. It had been sin that had placed Jacob on an unfavorable footing and at the mercy of his

calculating father-in-law, Laban. The marriage, contracted in good faith, gave Jacob, eventually,

three undesired wives besides his Rachel, a wrangling family, and an inheritance of trouble.

The children of the unloved wives revealed an unlovely disposition, and between them and

their father a deep rift developed which none of the father’s pleading resolved. They were his

sons, and yet they were not his sons, for they despised his word (Gen. 34:30-31), hated the

son of his beloved Rachel (Gen. 37:4, 8), defiled his marriage bed (Gen. 35:22), and gave him

more trouble than his enemies. They were thus better sons to Laban than to believing Jacob,

the man who, having been overcome and subdued by God, had thereby prevailed with Him

(Gen. 32:24-32) and become a prince in God.This bit of history has particular relevance to

Christian philosophy and theology. The Christian thinker, laboring as he often must on alien

ground, has too often embraced as his own a non-Christian principle which he believed would

be fruitful in terms of Christian thought. He has made bone of his bones and flesh of his flesh a

principle which he has believed would bear fruit in a Christian worldview. This resultant hybrid

worldview he believed would fall heir to this world’s substance and show mastery and dominion

over the human mind. In this expectation, early Christian thinkers embraced Platonism; the

Scholastics, Aristotelianism; the men of the Enlightenment era, Cartesianism and Rationalism;



and men of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, Kantianism, existentialism, and other alien

brides, hoping thereby that in the dark, they held Rachel. But, “in the morning, behold, it was

Leah”! The issue of such a union has consistently been semialien seed which is in rebellion

against its parentage and denies it more thoroughly than its enemies can.The potentiality of a

child cannot exceed its inheritance. Chinese parents can only beget a Chinese child: they

cannot produce a Negro or a Dane, and all their wishing cannot make it so. In like fashion, the

potentiality of a philosophy cannot exceed its presupposition. What a philosophy assumes to

begin with, ultimately determines all that it can be or can know. Greek philosophy assumed, or

had as its “given,” the physical world and its structure as ultimate. As a result, it could not

account for those things which were not included in its “given” or presupposition. Form and

matter, it seemed to be able to give an interpretation of, but purpose and personality escaped

it. Moreover, it felt that a tension between form and matter existed; ultimately everything had to

be reduced to one or the other, or be eliminated from consideration as unreal. As Van Til has

stated it, “Basic to all the thinking of the Greeks was the assumption that all being is at bottom

one…. To the extent that they allowed for change at all, this change was ultimate.”[1] In dealing

with being, with the ultimate, they began, not with the idea of the self-contained God, but “with

the idea of the self-contained character of nature.”[2] Thus they looked for being in nature, not

beyond nature. As a result, every “fact” of nature and all new developments revealed the

possibilities and potentialities of nature. “They believed in ‘the mysterious universe’: they were

perfectly willing therefore to leave open a place for the ‘unknown’ but this ‘unknown’ must be

thought of as the utterly unknowable and indeterminate.”[3] In other words, the universe

revealed God in His being; but because the universe was characterized by change, God

Himself was characterized by change. The Greeks were ready to hear Paul speak on the

resurrection: they were ready to accept that fact as a new indication of the potentiality of being,

and therefore of man, but they could not accept the framework in which Paul presented that

resurrection, the Almighty Creator God who is sustainer and redeemer. In their framework, the

resurrection was another curious fact revelatory of nature’s possibility, and yet revealing

nothing, because nature tomorrow could reveal something further or different. Since nature

was being, and this being changed, there was no ultimate truth, finally, except change, and the

only authority was man’s expert experience of this change in the “noumenal realm.” Thus

Greek philosophy could not understand or accept the gospel; it was to them “foolishness” (1

Cor. 1:23).The tragedy that ensued, however, was that early Christian thought wedded itself to

the Leah of Greek philosophy in the hopes of producing a Christian worldview. But a

philosophy which begins with matter, structure, or change as its ultimate and starting point can

never result in a delineation of the ways of the self-contained creator of nature. Christian

thought has consistently gone astray, throughout most of its history, by seeking to answer the

world in terms of the world’s own categories. It has assumed that it must marry Leah to speak

either to Leah or Laban and has ended only in sad bondage to both.This was exactly the

course which Roman Catholicism took. It tried to unite the Christian doctrine of grace to the

Greek concept of nature, understood as a unity of form and matter. In Thomas Aquinas the

classical statement of this union is found, and “the result is that God is virtually identified with

nature as phenomenal reality to man.”[4] The God of Scholasticism is nature analyzed into

substance (God the Father), structure (God the Son), and act (God the Holy Ghost). The

Christian terminology fails to give Christian life and character, however, to an essentially Greek

worldview. Any logical development of Scholastic thought dissolves the Christian claims into

bare immanentism; God is swallowed up by nature. And rationalism, the authority of man’s

reason, assumes full jurisdiction. The tragic position of the Roman Church is that it must



attempt the role of Canute and say what that monarch could not seriously say to the sea: thus

far and no further. Rome would arrest by decree the very forces it has unleashed, and its

decree has consistently failed in its purpose.To deny God as ultimate means to affirm man as

ultimate. To make nature the container of God is finally to make man God’s container.

Whenever Christian philosophy has had any other starting point than the self-contained God, it

has led, despite its protestations, to a man-contained God. In the morning, it finds itself in bed

with Leah.This was clearly seen in Cartesian thought. Descartes, after all, was the natural son

of Scholasticism. He revealed honestly and clearly the implications of its hybrid nature.

Descartes began, not with the self-contained God of Scripture, but with the self-contained man.

The starting point of his philosophy was, “Cogito, ergo sum,” I think, therefore I am. From this

point of origin, Descartes went on to prove the existence of nature and the existence of God.

For Scholasticism, nature had been the starting point, and God the object to be proved. Now

nature itself joins the ranks of objects and man alone is the presupposition. The tension is no

longer nature and grace but man and nature, with God as an adjunct of both. Berkeley and

Hume successively challenged the objective reality of nature and God; after all, the only real

knowledge man had was of his own thinking. All inferences beyond that failed to give a proven

objective realm of nature, or God. The only valid rational and empirical data was the human

consciousness. Kant attempted to save for man the objects God and the world by destroying

the subject-object concepts to all practical intent, and creating in autonomous man a

macrocosm containing both God and the world. Man thus contains both God and the world and

destroys the subject-object relationship. God and nature are now man-contained; this is the

basic assumption of existentialism, for in such thinking, as exemplified in Barth and Brunner,

man as “the Individual takes the place of the ontological Trinity . . . in it being is exhausted in

relation and relation is exclusively internal.”[5] Thus a new God comes into play, celebrated by

theologians and poets as the true God. This God, as Babette Deutsch says of Rilke’s God in

The Book of Hours, “is not the Creator of the universe, but seems rather the creation of

mankind, and above all, of that most intensely conscious part of mankind, the artists.” As Rilke

himself stated it,What will you do, God, when I die?When I, your pitcher, broken lie?When I,

your drink, go stale or dry?I am your garb, the trade you ply,You lose your meaning, losing me.

[6]The basic issue, therefore, has not changed since Eden. The temptation of man is “[t]o be as

God,” knowing, that is, determining for himself what shall be good and what shall be evil. Man

establishes his own law and decrees his own righteousness and is not bound to a point of

reference beyond himself. This is the original sin of man, the lust to be as God, and this is the

constant drive of his being from which even the redeemed are not free. Man sees himself not

as creature but as a god, not as dependent but as an independent and autonomous being. Not

even the most devout are free in this life from traces of this rebellion. Nor is a belief in the

inspiration of Scripture a guarantee of immunity. We have, after all, groups such as the Seventh

Day Adventists and the Church of Rome, which affirm plenary inspiration while insisting on

man’s efficacious works and autonomous reason. Nor is Calvinism affirmed a sufficient

safeguard: the very belief in predestination has been used as a potent weapon of self-

righteousness, as Burns’s “Holy Willie’s Prayer” so effectively satirizes. The sad fact is that

much of Calvinism in our day is mere traditionalism, the faith of the father’s affirmed as a part

of one’s heritage and without any vitality or insight.It is not surprising, therefore, that the most

emphatic opposition to the Calvinism of Van Til (as well as Dooyeweerd, and others) has come

from men who are ostensibly Calvinist leaders: the integrity of Van Til’s Calvinism exposes the

inconsistency and the betrayal inherent in their thinking. Hence the heat of their attack. Jesse

de Boer and Orlebeke, for example, are profoundly disturbed that Van Til begins with the self-



contained God of Scripture instead of man’s reason and the self-contained facts of this

physical universe. From these facts, they would prove God, but any God that is added to a

universe of self-contained facts is irrelevant to it. Because Van Til begins with the self-

contained and ontological Trinity, James Daane is disturbed and asks, “Why does he himself

select one aspect of God and exalt it to the highest principle of interpretation for every

problem? Why does he not allow God’s virtues to become an integral part of his principal of

interpretation?”[7] But if we turn aside from God as being, the self-contained, ontological Trinity

to God as value, to the virtues of God as related to the world, then we have lost God as God.

He becomes only a value of the ultimate and self-contained universe, and as such has no

relationship to the God of Scripture.Such men as Daane have not only embraced Leah, but, in

the morning, are insistent that she is Rachel and denounce all who say otherwise!In the

chapters which follow, an analysis of the Christian-theistic philosophy of Cornelius Van Til is

made. In his epistemologically self-conscious Calvinism, we have a consistent Christianity

which significantly and effectively challenges not only the non-Christian philosophies of our

time, but lays bare the failure of all ostensibly Christian thought which attempts to gain

Christian fruit out of alien roots, which begins with any presupposition other than the self-

contained and triune God of Scripture, and whose starting point is fact rather than the

ontological Trinity.2. The Christian Philosophy of KnowledgeEpistemology, or the philosophy of

knowledge, has its representative modern thinker in Descartes. René Descartes, a French

mathematician and philosopher, approached the problem of knowledge with a background

which included eight years in a Jesuit school, military experience, a knowledge of the

Renaissance and the sciences, and extensive travel. Yet in approaching the world

philosophically, he acted as though he were in effect a newborn babe or a visitor to this world,

i.e., without presuppositions, having no knowledge of anything except himself and under

necessity of ascertaining the nature of a strange new world. Is such a procedure

philosophically valid? Is it at all possible to ask how we know without having previously

presupposed what we know? Descartes began with the presupposition of the autonomous

human reason; for him, God and the world were problems, but he himself was not. While the

rationalism of Descartes is now out of date, his emphasis on autonomous man is not.

Descartes’ procedure is still basic: he defined and identified man in terms of himself, without

reference to any outside fact or being, and then proceeded to define the world and God in

terms of autonomous man. In terms of this procedure, Kant and existentialism became

inevitable; autonomous man became the basic principle of definition and identification, and

both God and the world were relative to man. The self-contained and sovereign God, together

with His eternal decree, becomes anathema to man.God exists, for the neoorthodox

theologians, in terms of the divine-human encounter, and they oppose the orthodox idea of the

self-contained and triune God. As Van Til has pointed out, “Barth argues that God’s

transcendence means His freedom to become wholly identical with man and to take man up

into complete identification with himself.”[8] Existentialism thus identifies God in terms of His

relation to man and manifests hostility to the idea of a self-contained, ontological Trinity. God is

thus permitted little or no independent existence and is reduced to an existentialist relationship

to autonomous man. Theology is accordingly dialectical, conversational; God speaks and acts,

but exhausts Himself in His acting and speaking, in His relationship to man. The existentialist

can therefore agree that “God was in Christ” exhaustively because relationally.How did

theology and philosophy enter into so perverse a position? The absurdity of Descartes’ starting

point gives us a clear indication of this. When Descartes began by asking, “How do we know?”

and answered by declaring his point of origin to be, “Cogito ergo sum,” I think, therefore I am,



he had already presupposed what he knew. The orthodox Christian, who begins with the

doctrine of the triune God as taken from the infallible Scriptures, is assumed to be prejudiced

and ignorant, in that he has already assumed all that supposedly needs proof. But the modern

man who begins with his own autonomous nature and establishes his reason as the

unprejudiced and valid interpreter of God and the world has in fact assumed far more. If God

did indeed create heaven and earth and all things therein, then nothing can have any meaning

or interpretation apart from God. Inasmuch as all things came into being by virtue of His

sovereign decree, all things have meaning only in terms of His eternal counsel. The only true

interpretation of any fact, including man, is in terms, therefore, of God the creator and

providential controller. The orthodox Christian position, as upheld by consistent Calvinism, is

that God is the Creator and therefore the interpreter: therefore, the only possible point of origin

or departure is the triune God and the infallible Scriptures. If man is the interpreter, as modern

philosophy and theology maintain, then all things, including God and the world as well as other

men, have their being existentially, not independently, and constitute a relation to and an

encounter with the autonomous man. Thus the Christian theory of knowledge rests on the

Christian theory of being, and the non-Christian theory of knowledge rests on a non-Christian

theory of being. As Van Til has observed, “our theory of knowledge is what it is because our

theory of being is what it is. As Christians we cannot begin speculating about knowledge by

itself. We cannot ask how we know without at the same time asking what we

know.”[9]Autonomous man assumes that the interpretation of reality is his function without

reference to God, and therefore proceeds to compare his ideas with reality. Historically, this

process has been worked out in Descartes, Berkeley, and Hume to the conclusion that man

never knows reality except by his ideas of reality. The question then arises, “is there any valid

reason for believing that as I think so reality is?” The Kantian answer is determinative of

modern philosophy: things-in-themselves can never be known. Our knowledge is confined to

phenomena, things as they appear to us, never reaching the thing in itself. The question, “Is

the structure of my thought a correct account of the structure of the world?” is dropped as an

impossible one. Whitehead declares, “We must not slip into the fallacy of assuming that we are

comparing a given world with given perceptions of it. The physical world is, in some general

sense of the term, a deduced concept. Our problem is, in fact, to fit the world to our

perceptions, and not our perceptions to the world.”[10] There is in this position a seeming and

deceptive humility which is in actuality a perverse pride. Man’s insistence that he has no valid

knowledge of reality in itself, his attempts to eliminate causality, order, and design while

assuming them at every turn, constitute an attempt to resist any interpretation other than that

of autonomous man.The Christian must maintain that created being has no meaning in itself

and all attempts to understand it in terms of itself constitutes a rejection of true meaning.

Neither can man have meaning in himself, because he too is a creature. Nothing can have

meaning in itself or of itself because nothing exists in or of itself. “All things were made by Him,”

and nothing has a valid interpretation apart from God and His creative and redemptive

purpose. Thus every attempt of man to interpret his world of itself, or to attempt to interpret it in

terms of his autonomous mind and its perceptions, is virtually a deliberate rejection of God and

His interpretation. When men reject God, they at the same time virtually reject the creator’s

and redeemer’s interpretation and purpose for their lives and for all creation. Thus, they cannot

understand either themselves or the world they live in, although they use both, often with

profligate proficiency. As Van Til has pointed out, if we say that the “natural man” cannot truly

know God, then we must also say that he cannot truly know the flowers of the field.Unless we

maintain that the “natural man” does not know the flowers truly, we cannot logically maintain



that he does not know God truly. All knowledge is interrelated. The created world is expressive

of the nature of God. If one knows “nature” truly, one also knows nature’s God truly. Then, too,

the mind of man is a unit. It cannot know one thing truly without knowing all things truly. It will

not do to say that the ‘natural man’ knows nothing of God, though he knows many other things

well. Nor is it even sufficient to say that the “natural man” does know of the existence of God

but does not know anything about the character of God. The existence of God is the existence

of the character.[11]An objective revelation of God is given to man, both through the world

about him and through his own created nature, upon which God’s impress is unmistakable. But

this knowledge man seeks to suppress. Instead, in his starting point, method, and conclusion,

man takes for granted his own ultimacy, insists on being his own god and interpreter, and as a

result misinterprets all things, himself, the flowers of the field, and Almighty God. Both in its

existence and in its meaning, the whole space-time world is dependent upon God, who created

it out of nothing. Its life and meaning are derivative, and as a result, “the meaning of every fact

in the universe must be related to God.”[12] It follows, therefore, that to know any fact truly, man

must first presuppose the existence of God and His creative and redemptive plan. The facts

can be related to laws, because behind facts and laws stands God, relating and giving

meaning to both by His plan for the universe. Both the one and the many, the universals and

the particulars, are derivative and dependent upon the triune God, who is the original and

ultimate One and Many. “If we are to have coherence in our experience, there must be a

correspondence of our experience to the eternally coherent experience of God. Human

knowledge ultimately rests upon the internal coherence within the Godhead; our knowledge

rests upon the ontological trinity as its presupposition.”[13] Because man is a creature, his

knowledge cannot be exhaustive, but because he is created in God’s image, his knowledge is

true.For the non-Christian, true knowledge must be comprehensive. Because particulars and

universals are ultimate for him, knowledge is true to the extent that it is comprehensive and

exhaustive. Moreover, the non-Christian regards the mind of autonomous man as a valid

interpreter and as ethically normal. The Christian, on the other hand, rejects the right of man to

be an autonomous and ultimate interpreter and holds him to be ethically depraved, so that he

wilfully suppresses true knowledge. Man’s sin is his desire to be his own god, determining on

his own authority what is good and evil. He accordingly suppresses the truth concerning God,

himself, and the world in order to buttress himself in his rebellion.To understand the basic

difference of the consistently Christian, the Reformed, doctrine of knowledge, as against that of

modern man’s “unbiased” and ostensibly “scientifically impartial” approach to knowledge, let us

examine a statement which seems to promise and deliver so much to orthodox Christian faith

while in actuality undercutting it.In a commendable article in the October 1951 issue of

Theology Today, William Hallock Johnson summarized some of the main attacks on the

credibility of miracles. “Myth and Miracle at Mid-Century” points clearly to the unscientific and

unscholarly nature of those critics who reduce miracles to myth on no other ground than this:

they believe, a priori, that miracles cannot occur; therefore, they did not occur, and all evidence

to the contrary is automatically mythological. “Philosophical bias,” he concludes, “has prevented

them from listening to competent and unimpeachable testimony. The result is that the mythical

has gained steadily and inexorably over the historical.” The skeptical critics, not the Gospels,

are the mythmakers, and Johnson finds in their complete and confessed failure to draw a

credible portrait of a nonmiraculous Jesus “a strong negative argument for the truth of the

Gospel narrative.”With this thoughtful statement Calvinists can heartily agree. Nevertheless,

the matter needs to be pursued further to be fully clarified. The fact is obvious that Strauss,

Renan, Schweitzer, Loisy, and other critics whom Johnson names do have a basic



philosophical bias which reorders their whole judgment and determines what shall be and what

shall not be a fact. But this does not erase what is equally obvious, namely, that Johnson and

Dodd and other scholars have their own bias, each in his turn predetermining the facts on the

basis of certain philosophical presuppositions. Yet each in his turn claims to be presenting the

true, unbiased, impartial, objective, and scientific facts. In this claim lies the inherently

subjective nature of their scholarship and their false claim to an objective authority.Man neither

is nor can be “objective” and “impartial.” All his thinking is from some fundamental starting point

or presupposition which is a priori and is therefore either pure or impure faith. Out of the

millions of momentary occurrences, he selects certain data as significant or real because his

point of view predetermines that they shall be so. All history writing is selective and

philosophical, as witness the very different American history which appears in Bancroft and in

Beard. It is in Dooyeweerd and Van Til that we have the decisive analysis of the relationship

between faith and fact. Such a point of view seems to the modern mind to lead to pure

relativism, because, placing his faith in the reason of autonomous man, he cannot tolerate to

have his centrality and authority questioned. “Touch not mine anointed,” he cries, when man’s

final autonomy is challenged.Calvinism boldly accepts the relativism of man’s thinking. It clearly

affirms the failure of reason, intuition, experience, and experimentalism apart from a guiding

and valid faith. It declares that the history of epistemology, the theory of knowledge, shows that

man is unable to account for even the normal everyday matters of experience by any of the

multitude of philosophies he has developed. The only guarantee for the reality of our world and

the validity of our consciousness and experience is an unreserved faith in God and His

revelation, in the God of Christian Scripture and the authority and finality of the Incarnate Son

and of His written Word. In such a faith, relativism disappears, and the problem of

epistemology is answered. The subjectivism of man is offset by the reality of God and of His

created world. In creatureliness and rebellion, our failure and sin are made both known and

limited, and in His triune deity is a guarantee of reality and validity of our created reason.To

many moderns, this unreserved faith in God and Scripture involve a surrender of reason. That

this has been true of many forms of Roman and Arminian thought is past denying. Likewise,

many theological modernists have surrendered reason to the vagaries of experience. True

Calvinism, as it comes to maturity in Van Til, insists only on the surrender of reason as God

and the restoration of reason as reason in Christ. Autonomous man has given to reason a

finality and authority it does not possess. We have given it the right to sit in judgment on God

Himself and to arraign the Trinity before the bar of reason. The true Calvinist answer to this is

that reason is not God and possesses no such authority. Its judgments are based on the

tenuous, sinful, and subjective presuppositions of a creature and are neither grounded in being

nor in truth. Reason can only establish a connection with being and truth insofar as it rests, not

on its own mythical authority, but on God and His Word.The Westminster Confession of Faith

properly begins with the chapter on Holy Scripture and asserts, “The authority of the Holy

Scripture . . . (or of its miracles) . . . dependeth not upon the testimony of any man, or church,

but wholly upon God, who is truth itself, the author thereof, and therefore it is to be received,

because it is the Word of God.”What depends on man and his reason or testimony, is less than

man, and what depends on God is less than God. It is reason and man that depend on God,

not God, His Word, or His miracles, that depend on man or reason.It is significant that the

Westminister Confession contains no chapter on man as man, but only on man in relationship

to God, through his fall, and as called and redeemed. Man’s life and reason can be properly

considered by a Christian thinker only in terms of the same relationship. Autonomous man is a

myth, and reason as created reason is part of man’s relationship as creature to God, His world,



and to other men. As such, it has a great and invaluable role. In any other capacity, it is a

hindrance and a stumbling block.But, one may object, why criticize Johnson when he is so

obviously congenial to the Christian belief in miracles, when he defends the miraculous

element in the New Testament? Why draw the Christian line so hard and narrow as to leave

such men under question? Is not Van Til’s Calvinism going too far in the direction of isolation in

so refining its standards? The answer is clear-cut. Acceptance of the “miraculous” is not

evidence of Christianity. Many heathen peoples freely and readily give assent to the

“miraculous” in Christianity without being Christians. Many American Indians, for example, are

ready to believe in the Flood, in the healing miracles, the virgin birth, and the bodily

resurrection, without for a moment accepting Christianity; such acceptance is fully in accord

with their worldview. Likewise, Aristotle could have accepted these same miracles, redefined as

new evidence of the potentiality inherent within the universe, and rejected Christ and the God

of the Scriptures emphatically. In actuality, under any of these points of view, the miracles

cease to be miracles in any Christian sense. More important, there is no gain in establishing

the occurrence of a miracle as an event in history if the God of that miracle is thereby

surrendered. Thus, while many Christians are ready to accept any “evidence” seemingly

congenial to and corroborative of the Christian view, whether voiced by Aristotle or Johnson,

the consistent Calvinist cannot do so. No miracle is truly established if God is not at the same

time established as the presupposition of all thought. More than that, no fact is established

unless we first of all begin with God as the creator, as the basic presupposition of all

thought.Johnson clearly saw the philosophical bias of Strauss, Renan, Schweitzer, Loisy, and

others, but he erroneously assumed that he himself lacked any, that his thinking was “objective”

and “scientific.” It is not surprising that each man is in turn satisfied with the validity of his

reasoning, because it agrees with his god, himself. If he expresses dissatisfaction with his

reasoning, it is because he has failed to realize the potentiality of reason as he recognizes it

himself. The naïve confidence of philosophy is too often masked from the average reader by an

involved and pompous vocabulary, but we need not go back to the older philosophies to find a

remarkable self-confidence in philosophers in the objective validity of their logical processes.

For example, Rudolf Carnap, modern logical positivist, who is thoroughly antimetaphysical,

who denies that philosophy’s concern is with reality, declaring that “metaphysical proportions—

like lyrical verse—have only an expressive function, but no representative function,” can

nevertheless say, “our doctrine is a logical one and has nothing to do with metaphysical theses

of the Reality or Unreality of anything whatever.” He agrees with Hume that “only the

proportions of mathematics and empirical science have sense and that all other propositions

are without sense.” This, of course, militates against his own propositions, whose validity he

nevertheless retains as ladders which one must surmount to see the world rightly, using

Wittgenstein’s defense as his own.[14] Even in rejecting metaphysics and truth, such men

insist on a metaphysical and verifiable validity for their logic. It is amazing how men can

modestly dissolve God from their philosophy and still retain their own integrity!But this is no

accident of philosophy. The essential issue is between the authority of autonomous man and of

the sovereign God. To allow God into the universe, provided that we open the door, is to say

that the universe is our universe, and that our categories are decisive in human thinking. We

can accept the Scriptures as inerrant and infallible on our terms, as satisfactory to our reason,

but we have only established ourselves as god and judge thereby and have given more assent

to ourselves than to God. But, if God be God, then the universe and man are His creation,

understandable only in terms of Himself, and no meaning can be established except in terms

of God’s given meaning. To accept miracles or Scripture on any other ground is in effect to



deny their essential meaning and to give them a pagan import.Thus, the consistent Christian

position must be this: no God, no knowledge. Since the universe is a created universe, no true

knowledge of it is possible except in terms of thinking God’s thoughts after Him. This the

natural man, being inconsistent with himself, does to a measure, using the ladder but denying

its existence. In his practical reasoning and research, he is semi-Christian. In his theoretical

reason, he is insistently the autonomous man. The issue, therefore, is between reason as

reason and reason as God. Man’s rationality, according to the Christian view, is part of man’s

relation to God, not a god in itself. But autonomous man, with his laws of contradiction and

logic, demands that God must follow his rationality and his laws of logic. In other words, God

must think man’s thoughts after him! This is the plain import of much ostensibly Christian

philosophy. And against all this Van Til has raised an effective standard.3. The Emperor Has

No Clothes!According to an old tale, certain clever philosophers approached an emperor,

offering to weave for him a rare and costly garment which would have the marvelous capacity

of making known to him the fools and knaves in his realm. Because of the magical quality of

the threads, the garment would be invisible to all but the wise and the pure in heart. Delighted,

the emperor commissioned the weaving of the royal robes at great cost, only to find, to his

dismay, that he obviously was a fool and knave for he saw nothing on the looms. On the day

set for the grand parade, the knavish philosophers collected their royal fee, dressed the

emperor in his pot-bellied nakedness, and skipped out of town as the parade began. The whole

populace joined the courtiers in praising the king’s garments, none daring to admit that they

saw nothing but the emperor’s nudity, lest they be branded as self-admitted fools and knaves.

The entire parade of folly collapsed, as the shame of king and people was exposed by a child’s

honest remark, “The emperor has no clothes!”This story has often been retold, with no small

homilies on the feelings of king and people. But, significantly, the boy has been neglected, as

truth usually is. Consider the future of that boy: with one small truth, he exposed a national and

personal lie. With a grain of truth, he turned a people’s glory into shame. It is no wonder

nothing is said of him. The knavish philosophers got off scot-free, and rich as well. Emperor

and people went on with their everyday activities, eating, drinking, marrying and giving in

marriage. But the small boy was to old age an outcast: he had told the truth and shamed his

race. Not only the king’s nakedness, but that of his people, even of his father and mother, had

been exposed to the public gaze by his truth. None were consciously naked until his truth

destroyed their lie, ripping away their fig leaf of common hypocrisy. The boy went on speaking

the truth. Everyone knew him, but few dared hear him, since few desired to be naked

again.Now, this story has a modern parallel in the life and work of the philosopher of religion,

Cornelius Van Til, who, like the boy of old, looked at the reigning philosophy and declared,

“The emperor has no clothes!” Of perhaps no other contemporary thinker can it be said that he

is both as well known and as little read as Van Til. The reaction of reviewers and readers to the

publication of his New Modernism: An Appraisal of the Theology of Barth and Brunner, in 1946,

was an occasion of outraged shock and horror, one of such dimensions as to make significant

reading from this short distance. The book was an unspeakable offense, an outrage, a

desecration of all philosophy and theology. The ostensibly orthodox Calvin Forum, a few years

later, in discussing Van Til’s philosophy, did so with such intemperate heat and language that

its death was precipitated. Here, apparently, was an Ishmael, whose hand was raised against

every man. Or was it not the reverse, with every man’s hand raised against Van Til?Why the

reason for all this passion? What is it in his thinking that militates all contemporary theologies

and philosophies against him?To understand this, we must first of all look again at the Bible

itself, rather than to the Graf-Wellhausen recension of it. According to that document, the



temptation of man was to “be as God, knowing good and evil” (Gen. 3:5, RV), that is, man was

to be his own god, determining what constitutes good and evil according to the dictates of his

own nature. To this temptation, man submitted, and in terms of this concept man lives. Here,

then, is the origin of the concept of autonomous man, who is the point of departure in

philosophy, whose thinking is creative, and whose reason has the right of judicial review over

all of creation and its creator. Here, too, is the point of origin of most theology and philosophy,

in man the knower, the determiner of categories of thought, who tolerates God only if all

notions of antecedent being are first of all dispensed with. This autonomous man will tolerate

God only if direct revelation is eliminated, if the simple identification of Scripture with the Word

of God is dropped, and God’s relation to man made paradoxical or dialectical. Thus, it is not

God who is known directly, but man’s own consciousness. It is not God who speaks simply, but

again man’s own reason. God is either eliminated from the scene, or allowed to coexist with

autonomous man on man’s own terms.Let us return again to the naked emperor and his

hypocritical courtiers and populace. When the honest lad’s remark was made, that emperor

was exposed in all his bulgy and bloated nakedness, and his worshipping followers revealed as

fools and knaves. Thus, everyone’s pride was hurt, and everyone’s shame exposed. The

animosity of all was directed therefore against the lad. But a direct attack was impossible: it

would be too revelatory of their knavery. As a result, the court hangers-on insisted that they

agreed with the lad’s emphasis on truth but rejected his methodology. “We are as much

concerned with seeing the nature of reality as this young man,” they insisted, “but we cannot

tolerate this radical and disgraceful methodology. Much more would have been accomplished,

if instead of saying, ‘The emperor has no clothes,’ he had said, ‘The emperor has no overcoat,’

and had even offered to provide him one. This would have established common ground

between them instead of destroying it.” The boy, it was agreed, was an extremist who had

destroyed his case and eliminated any standing ground by making it clear that the emperor had

in fact forsaken clothing instead of politely remarking that the emperor had some clothes.This

has been the charge leveled also against Van Til. His philosophy leaves nothing to the

consistent natural man. The religious hangers-on of autonomous man and his philosophy are

insistent that their emperor be allowed all but his overcoat, that natural man be allowed valid

knowledge of everything except God and matters pertaining to revelation. Fundamental to this

assumption is the belief in an area of neutral facts which are equally available to God and man

and derive their meaning from themselves. This belief, destructive of all thinking, remains

common to most religious philosophy, although it has been attacked from various sources of

late, with differing emphases. Alan Richardson, for example, has written that “the illusion of

‘objective’ or uninterpreted history is finally swept away. The facts of history cannot be

disentangled from the principles of interpretation by which alone they can be presented to us

as history, that is, as a coherent and connected series or order of events. Christian faith

supplies the necessary principle of interpretation by which the facts of the biblical and Christian

history can be rationally seen and understood.”[15] Facts and interpretation are inseparable.

The neoorthodox and existentialist answer to this problem is to eliminate the old subjective-

objective relationship, and its static conception of objective being, and to replace it with the

divine-human encounter, with the transcendental philosophy of pure act. Neither facts nor God

have any meaning in themselves but only in terms of this interaction: man’s experience of this

encounter is the final point of reference in all interpretation. But, according to Van Til, “in the

Christian view of things it is the self-contained God who is the final point of reference .... For

the Christian, facts are what they are, in the last analysis, by virtue of the place they take in the

plan of God.”[16] The natural man, the subject of the naked emperor, has a very definite bias in



his thinking but is insistent that the young man alone is biased. Van Til is emphatic on the

fallacy of all attempts to establish a principle of interpretation other than God. If, after the

fashion of Thomas Aquinas and Bishop Butler, we establish a neutral principle of coherence or

rationality, or like Clark and Carnell, enthrone the law of contradiction, two major concessions

are involved. First, we reason from man’s principle to God and enthrone our law over God as

basic to all human and divine process. If the law or principle is the basic tool for understanding,

then it and not God is basic to thinking, to interpretation. But if God is the creator, then God

Himself is the only true principle of interpretation. Second, this approach “allows that the

natural man has the plenary ability to interpret certain facts correctly even though he wears the

colored spectacles of the covenant-breaker. As though covenant-breakers had no axe to grind.

As though they were not anxious to keep from seeing the facts for what they really are.”[17]

Increasingly, the history of philosophy is making it obvious that all philosophy now has either a

reference point in man as ultimate, or in God as ultimate. It is apparent, also, that if the

Scripture is right in asserting that “the heavens declare the glory of God; and the firmament

showeth his handiwork” (Ps. 19:1), then every fact in creation witnesses to man concerning

God. Man, thus, is not in a world with a neutral witness, nor is he himself a neutral observer. If

he fails to acknowledge this witness of creation, it is because he deliberately suppresses that

witness. And since he himself is a created being, he suppresses also the witness of his own

nature and arrogates to himself an independent principle of interpretation, one in which he

becomes his own god. Instead of recognizing that he is created, man assumes that he is

ultimate; as such, he refuses to tolerate an independent and ultimate being such as God: God

can at best exist only as another god among gods, with a senior status perhaps, but an

unquestionably emeritus rank.But if God has truly and causally created all things, is self-

contained and sovereign and by His providence governs and controls all things, then no fact is

a fact apart from God nor has a full and valid interpretation apart from Him. Every fact is a God-

created and God-interpreted fact, and this world exists only as a God-created and God-

interpreted world. While man’s knowledge of the world, and of Scripture, cannot be exhaustive,

yet it can be true to the measure that it recognizes and interprets what has been fully

interpreted by God. In principle, therefore, autonomous man is incapable of any true

knowledge if he be faithful to himself as the sole principle of interpretation, but because “man

is not a finished product,”[18] he does not manifest this total collapse in this life. This radical

incapacity of the consistent natural man is in every realm of knowledge and every aspect of

reality. His failure is not limited to the field of religion but is equally applicable to natural science.

If all facts are God-given facts, then all facts have a common source of interpretation, and to

reject it in one area is to reject it in all. Man is rescued from this extremity only by his failure to

be consistent to himself; he thinks theistically where he can safely do so, while rejecting the

ground of his knowledge. Autonomous man is thus like some Western families, whose sole

means of subsistence is in swinging a wide rope. Such men emphatically deny that they rustle

cattle, although they have no other visible means of support, while at the same time living

entirely on the ranchers’ stock. Thus natural man does have knowledge, but it is borrowed

knowledge, stolen from the Christian-theistic pasture or range, yet natural man has no

knowledge, because in terms of his principle, the ultimacy of his thinking, he can have none,

and the knowledge he possesses is not truly his own. If the rustler were faithful to his

profession of honesty, he would either starve from lack of food or be compelled to honesty. If

the natural man were faithful to his own presuppositions, he would either admit that he has no

knowledge whatsoever and can know nothing, or he would turn to the ontological Trinity as the

sole source of knowledge and only true principle of interpretation. The natural man has valid



knowledge only as a thief possesses goods.For Van Til to say of autonomous man that “the

emperor has no clothes” is thus offensive; his critics would insist that he merely say, “The

emperor has no overcoat.” In other words, in abandoning the self-contained God, autonomous

man has merely discarded a heavy overcoat but is still fully clothed, and, in terms of summer

weather, properly dressed. But Van Til is insistent that autonomous man in discarding God has

discarded everything, and, if consistent to his principle, has no valid knowledge of anything,

including himself, for he also is a God-created and hence God-interpreted fact. The emperor

and his followers became involved in their disgraceful predicament precisely because they

refused to know themselves. By virtue of the Fall, men are sinners before God, a fact they are

unwilling to acknowledge. The knavish philosopher-weavers exploited this willful blindness on

the part of the emperor and people and hence led them to rob themselves and to parade into

shame. And this is Van Til’s challenge to them, to face the fact that they are nothing more than

sinning creatures living in a God-created world explicable only on God’s terms and His

interpretation. The champions of autonomous man accuse Van Til of using a faulty

methodology to establish a truth they ostensibly welcome with him, when in actuality the

question of methodology is an evasion of the basic truth, namely, the nakedness of

autonomous man and his refusal to acknowledge his nakedness.The emperor had no clothes

but did not dare admit it. As he paraded down the street, he felt the sun on his bare back, and

the light breeze on his naked shanks, and he knew that he was fully exposed, whatever the

sycophants said concerning his magnificent robes. In like fashion the natural man knows his

nakedness. Adam and Eve, being naïve and still young in deceit, hid themselves, saying, “I was

afraid, because I was naked; and I hid myself” (Gen. 3:10). Their descendants, more hardened

in revolt, are not so honest. They parade openly, claiming to be dressed with the very garment

of God, with royal garb, emperor’s clothes. They do so by a metaphysics of correlativity

between God and man, as Van Til has pointed out in his analysis of Reinhold Niebuhr.[19]

They begin with an antimetaphysical bias; they cannot tolerate nor are interested in God in

Himself, in the ontological Trinity. Man and God are alike involved in history; God is not above

and beyond it as the sovereign creator. To give God this sovereign status reduces Christian

faith to metaphysical truths instead of an existential relationship in which the individual finds

true particularity and true universality in himself and becomes his own principle of

interpretation. Man and God are both involved in the universe, which is the ultimate reality.

Man’s original sin is not an ethical act but a metaphysical fact created by the time-eternity, finite-

infinite antithesis and tension. Because the Fall was not an historical act in the field of ethics

but is a metaphysical fact concerning man, ethics disappears into a dubious metaphysics, and

personal responsibility fades away to be replaced by an involved universe whose development

as a social context is the basic reality. Thus history becomes the primary concern, rather than

God, or human responsibility.Man’s role in this picture is more clearly stated by Barth,

concerning whom Van Til writes:Feisser is no doubt formally correct when he says that

according to Barth we must start with God’s revelation in Christ. God is for Barth identical with

his revelation to himself in Christ. The God and the man of Barth become what they are

because of their common relation to Christ. They become what they are in Christ; they are

what they are because of a common Geschichte. Man participates in the history of Christ. He

exists to the extent that he participates in this history. And this history is the history of

redemption. Man exists to the extent that he participates in Christ’s redemptive work for all and

every man. Man exists to the extent that he is the co-redemptor with Christ of mankind.[20]Not

God in Himself, but God in His relationship is the emphasis, and God is exhaustive in His

relationship. And man always participates in the life and history of God, as well as in His being.



As a result, the nakedness of man is covered with garments stolen from God. But the God

whom man creates thus to clothe himself, is not the God of Scripture, nor a God who has being

in Himself. He is only an existential relationship. As Brunner has stated it in The Philosophy of

Religion, “For our knowledge, the Absolute is no more—though also no less—than a

necessary limiting conception.”[21] God is not a self-existent God. But when God ceases to be

God, man also ceases to be man. Without a self-existent God from whence we derive meaning

and the principle of interpretation, man finds himself naked; his borrowed clothes are as

nonexistent as his God of dialectics. His only reality becomes a meaningless universe of brute

factuality. The one philosopher who faced more or less frankly the nakedness of the natural

man was Nietzsche, who dispensed entirely with the attempt to borrow from God. As a result,

he faced nihilism. Every attempt to give meaning became purely his own truth and had no

meaning apart from himself. Believing God dead, he destroyed in turn every meaning he

himself attempted to establish, recognizing that no God means no meaning, not even life. His

insanity was the outcome of his philosophy; the antithesis was between cosmic meaning and

completely personal meaning, between Christ, the principle of divine interpretation, and

Antichrist, the negation of meaning, between Dionysius, the affirmation of self as meaning

against all meaning, and the Crucified, the interpreter and the Word. The choice is clear cut; no

God, no man; no God, no meaning. The natural man is naked in himself, and his borrowed and

stolen garments cannot bear investigation. He has nothing in and of himself.
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Ronald W K, “Rushdoony on Van Til. This is a must read for anyone who would seek to know

God on God's terms. Men water down Christianity, with a tendency to deify themselves.

Rushdoony's explanation of Cornelius Van Til restores the Biblical view of God and man. The

writing demands something of the reader, but it is a difficult subject. Here it is made intelligible,

if not overly simple.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Rushdoony's Intro to Van Til's Aplogetic. Rushdoony was one of the most

profound christian thinkers in the twentieth century. His introduction to Cornelius Van Til is well

worth reading. I would also recommend reading "Always Ready" by Greg Bahnsen, as well as

Van Til's "A survey of Christian Epistemology", his "An Introduction to Systematic Theology"

and "A Defense of the Faith". In these writings the pretended autonomy of anti-theistic thought

is exposed for what it is (thoroughly bankrupt).”

Bucky Bliss, “Five Stars. Awesome! Rushdoony is a national treasure!”

SLIMJIM, “Awesome. Are you looking for a book-length introduction to Presuppositional

Apologetics? If so this book might be for you! Even if you are a season apologetics that
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skillfully employ Presuppositional Apologetics this book is still a good resource to read to

remind, retain and at times sharpen one’s knowledge of Presuppositional Apologetics as

taught by Cornelius Van Til.This book was originally written in 1958 and was probably one of

the first books written to try to popularize the apologetics method of Cornelius Van Til. Van Til

who taught at Westminster Theological Seminary is best known as the father of

Presuppositional Apologetics. The author of this specific book is one of Van Til’s early

disciples. As I read this book I was at awe with how this covered a lot of Van Til’s apologetics

theme and insight into both theology and apologetics, and these issues were presented to a

general Christian audience decades before Greg Bahnsen came along with his books, audios

and debate (Bahnsen is one that people often associate with popularizing Van Til to a larger

general Christian audience). How true is the saying that there is nothing new under the sun!

The book consists of fourteen chapters and six appendices. Chapter one as the introduction

uses the story of Jacob and Leah to drive home a parable of how Christians need to be careful

of merging non-Christian philosophy to Christianity such as Aristoleanism, other Greek

philosophy, etc. Also here in this first chapter Rushdoony tells us about what one assume

shape’s one’s conclusion. This observation of course is important in the development of

Presuppositional Apologetics. Apparently the author though Jacob and Leah was a fitting

parable for Presuppositional Apologetics that he mentioned it again in the first appendix titled

“The Sons of Leah.” Other chapters in the book include The Christian philosophy of

knowledge, the psychology of religion, the issue in Common Grace, the authority of Scripture

and the self-Contained God. Another neat parable Rushdoony presents to illustrate what

Presuppositional Apologetics is found in chapter 3 which is the famous story of the Emperor

has no clothes; the book reminds readers through this story a important application that we

must not go with what’s popular but stick to speaking the truth even if it does not make us

popular. Also nonbelief truly is bankrupt intellectually when one has a chance driven

worldview, it is will destroyOther topics in the book that I really enjoyed including the challenge

to the beliefs one can be totally neutral towards God, there's also discussion about common

grace, authority of Scripture, man being mad in the image of God and Christian ethics. This

book is somewhat dated at times such as when Rushdoony speaks about Van Til and

Dooyweerd so favorably; of course the two parted ways in some instances and both have

different calling.I do recommend this book.”

Steven H Propp, “RUSHDOONY'S INFLUENTIAL EXPOSITION OF VAN TIL. Rousas John

Rushdoony (1916-2001) was a Calvinist philosopher, historian, and theologian and is widely

credited as the father of Christian Reconstructionism. This 1958 book is subtitled, "An analysis

of the philosophy of Cornelius Van Til"; Van Til was a famous professor of "presuppositional"

apologetics at Westminster Theological Seminary.He asserts, "Man neither is nor can be

'objective' and 'impartial.' All his thinking is from some fundamental starting point or

presupposition which is a priori and is therefore either pure or impure faith." (Pg. 13) Later, he

adds, "The difficulty most people experience is not with Van Til's writing but with his God; it is

essentially He whom they find unacceptable and offensive. Their quarrel is not with what they

cannot understand in Van Til but with that which they all too clearly understand." (Pg. 98)He

argues, "The orthodox view of the authority of Scripture is often rejected as involving circular

reasoning; it is charged that it is merely reasoning from God to God, and from the Bible to the

Bible. There is no reason in denying this charge. Rather, it must be affirmed that in a very real

sense all reasoning is circular reasoning. Men move from their basic presuppositions to brute

factuality, 'facts,' whose meaning is predetermined by their philosophic presuppositions and the



subjectivity of their resasoning, back again to their own interpretation." (Pg. 139-140) He

reiterates, "Scripture speaks to man with authority... All this the Christian must boldly affirm,

without any hesitancy with regard to the charge of circular reasoning." (Pg. 145-146)This book

had great influence on persons such as Greg Bahnsen and Gary North, and will be of ongoing

interest to students of presuppositional apologetics, or Christian Reconstruction.”

Doug Erlandson, “Good discussion of Van Til's thought. "By What Standard?" was originally

published in 1958 and is thus one of Rushdoony's earlier writings. It remains a lucid and easy-

to-understand exposition and discussion of the thought of the Dutch-American Reformed

apologist Cornelius Van Til. Van Til, of course, was influential on a generation or more of

Reformed apologists, particularly Greg Bahnsen, but also others. While Van Til was a seminal

thinker in the area of presuppositional apologetics, his writing can be turgid and sometimes

unclear. Rushdoony's is the opposite. Whether one agrees with everything Rushdoony writes in

this book or every point of his interpretation of Van Til's thought, his exposition is clear and he

is quite helpful in explicating various aspects of this thought, including common grace,

inspiration, the authority of Scripture, and apologetical method in general.”

The book by R. J. Rushdoony has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 27 people have provided feedback.
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